Abstract-In the envisioned smart grid, massive numbers of computational devices will need to authenticate to each other. For scalability, this technology will probably rest on publickey infrastructure (PKI). However, deploying PKI on an entity population this large-and doing the kinds of things we envision the smart grid doing-itself raises many scalability challenges the community will need to address. We survey some.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most visions of the "smart grid" prognosticate vast numbers of computational devices embedded in consumer and transmission elements of the power grid and exchanging data; the visions differ in the details of exactly what the devices are, where they are, what data they exchange with whom, and what gets done with it.
Nevertheless, these visions all posit lots of devices-some predictions suggest the smart grid may have more new devices, somehow interconnected, than the Internet itself currently has.
Making this all function securely will require a lot of work. In this paper, we consider one component of the problem: how the devices will authenticate themselves and their transmissions to the other devices (and to the other various stakeholders in the system, such as the various power enterprises, customers, coordinating entities, etc).
In the basic view, computational devices authenticate themselves and their transmissions using a cryptographic key. ( [1] surveys this area for the smart grid domain.) With conventional symmetric cryptography, both the sender and receiver must share the same key. The straightforward solution here would have each device sharing a key with each other device it might need to communicate with; for n devices, that means each device must know Ω(n 2 ) keys-not scalable for a device population larger than the Internet.
Consequently, the standard conclusion reached is (e.g., [2] , [3] ) is that the smart grid should use public-key cryptography: To operate on a transmission, the sender and receiver can use different keys, one not derivable from the other (at least in one direction). Initially, this brings the number of keys a device needs to know down to n: its own key pair, and the public key of each other device. However, the ability of public-key cryptography to enable digital signatures-a party can use its private key to sign an assertion verifiable by anyone knowing its public key-brings the number down to 2: a device only needs to know its own keypair, and the public key of the trust root it trusts to sign assertions saying what the public keys are of the other devices with which it needs to work. In either case, the number of secrets a device needs to know is exactly S.W. Smith is with the Department of Computer Science, Dartmouth College, Hanover NH 03755 USA e-mail: sws@cs.dartmouth.edu one: its own private key; this constraint limits the damage that compromise of a device can cause.
Public-key infrastructure (PKI) is the catch-all term for mechanics necessary to establish, maintain, and distribute these assertions (certificates) and key pairs. Typically, PKI includes components to solve these problems:
• How does a keyholder obtain a certificate from a trust root? • How does a relying party decide who its trust roots are?
• How does a relying party get its hands on a path from a trust root to a particular certificate? • What exactly should a relying party conclude from discovering a path with each link apparently signed properly? • What do we when the assertion a certificate makes (e.g., "X has public key E x ") is no longer true, and needs to be revoked? X.509 denotes the family of standards and techniques (e.g., [4] ) that has come to dominate the way most PKI is done in practice, although other rivals (e.g., [5] , [6] ) surface now and then, as do regular critiques (e.g., [7] ).
Because of this small number of keys and secrets in any one device, PKI appears the natural scalable solution to device and data authentication in the coming smart grid. However, even though these particular numbers seem small and scalable, the rest of the PK infrastructure can hide costs that are not nearly as scalable-particularly when we consider the uses to which these devices may be put. We now consider some of the problem areas. (See [8] , [9] for additional discussion.)
II. GENERIC PKI ISSUES
We start with some of issues relevant to PKI for any largescale population. a) Trust Roots: In the textbook view of PKI, a single trusted entity acts as the universal certification authority. This one party issues all certificates; this one party's public key is the only trust root any relying party ever needs to know. Unfortunately, even in the PKIs that have emerged so far (relatively small, compared to the smart grid), this simplifying property has failed to hold. For reasons logistical, economic, and otherwise, multiple CAs emerge serving various parts of the population. Consider: as of this writing, the population of SSL-protected Web servers are served by over 100 different trust roots-and the smart grid will have far more devices in far more homes and businesses than the world currently has SSL-protected Web servers. So, for the smart grid, we will have to either figure out how to solve a problem no one's solved yet-having one entity sign certificates for a vast 978-1-4577-2159-5/12/$31.00 ©2011 IEEE population-or we'll have to deal with the reality of myriad trust roots.
Having myriad trust roots raises the questions of how these roots should be organized. One might imagine a strict hierarchical tree, where higher-level roots certify lower-level ones, and the lowest-level certify devices. One might also imagine a system where peer roots have their own user populations, but cross-certify each other. ("My users can trust R 2 to talk about devices in subpopulation P 2 .") One might imagine having bridge authorities who exist only to crosscertify. One might imagine just a loosely-organized oligarchy of independent roots. All of these approaches have emerged in current PKIs, with varying degrees of implementation and engineering complexity.
b) Trust Paths: An artifact of moving from a single universal root to a more complex network complicates the notion of trust path: the route from a relying party's root to a target certificate. In the simple model, the trust path is the certificate: the One True Root signed this, so we believe it. In a more complex model, we need to figure out how to construct the trust path, and what the semantics mean (for example, consider the composition of two cross-certificates above). When a relying party P needs to make a judgment about certificate C whose trust path may be long, we also need to figure out how to get all the other certificates P might need to P . Suddenly we might need directories and repositories, and the space in protocols and handshakes and tables we implicitly assumed would hold one certificate may now hold several. (Indeed, current PKI-based tools can break when an extra certificate gets introduced into paths.)
How we make this scale to a population the size of the smart grid is not trivial. c) Revocation: Secrets become non-secret. In the current world, people lose credit cards and college/employer ID cards; people divulge passwords; activist hackers (and presumably more secretive malicious ones) penetrate systems to obtain keys (even high-value private keys). Even in these cases, human individuals perceive a motivation to keep their credit cards or login dongles close at hand.
In the envisioned smart grid, we will have far more devices distributed in more uncertain environments. (Who exactly has access to that box? Will they have motivation to protect it-or to compromise it?) Furthermore, the state of the art in having physical devices protect their own secrets is a continual game of cat-and-mouse between attack and defense technology (e.g., [10] , [11] ); if grid devices are to be affordable and long-lived, it's probably safer to assume that adversaries will be able to extract secrets if they get destructive physical access.
Consequently, a PKI needs to allow for the fact that any given certificate may need to be suddenly revoked: "oops, it's no longer true that the thing which knows the private key matching the public E x is necessarily X." The necessity of potential revocation gives rise to a new problem: how will does a relying party know if a given certificate has been revoked? (If non-trivial trust root structure has given us non-trivial trust paths, the problem is compounded: the relying party needs to do this for each certificate in a potential trust path.)
The traditional PKI approach to this problem has been for a CA to regularly publish a certificate revocation list (CRL). In theory, a relying party regularly obtains a fresh CRL, assumes it's valid until the next CRL, and during the meantime checks if each new target certificate is present in the list. In practice, this hasn't worked too well: in domains ranging from enterprise (e.g., [12] ) to defense (e.g., [13] ) to industrial infrastructure (e.g., [14] , [15] ) to Web SSL, CRLs have consistently proven significantly much larger than expected, straining bandwidth and exacerbating latencies.
Researchers have explored alternatives, such as online certificate status protocol (OSCP-where the relying party checks a certificate's revocation status with a trusted entity in real time-or hash-chained schemes (e.g., [16] ), to reduce the bandwidth for revocation data. Nonetheless, even in current large-scale PKIs, revocation is a challenge. It doesn't scale. How is a PKI for a smart-grid-sized population going to fare better?
III. SMART GRID DEVICES
Traditional PKI focuses on binding a public key to the keyholder's identity, which is implicitly assumed to be a welldefined, relatively static thing (such as individual's full name or email address, or the hostname of a public webserver). However, in the envisioned smart grid, the relevant properties of a the keyholder are not just the device's identity ("this is a meter made by ACME"; "this is a refrigerator made by GE") but its context: "this is a refrigerator in the apartment rented by Alice, who buys power from X." This context information will not necessarily be known until device installation. This information may change dynamically. If our cryptographic infrastructure is going to enable relying parties to make the right judgments about these smart grid devices, this additional information needs to be somehow available. We can try to modify a traditional identity-based PKI to attest to these more dynamic kinds of identities; we could try instead to adapt the largely experimental world of attribute certificates (e.g., [17] ) to supplement the identity certificates in the smart-grid PKI. Either of these approaches breaks new ground. Alternatively, we can leave the identity PKI in place and use some other method of maintaining and distributing this additional data; this requires supplementing our scalable PKI with a non-scalable database.
In any of these approaches, we also need to think about who is authorized to make these dynamic updates. Who witnesses that Alice has sold her refrigerator? Thinking about this organizational structure of smart grid devices also complicates the revocation problem. If we can't quite figure out who it is that speaks for where a device currently lives, how will we figure out who it is who is authorized to say it has been compromised?
IV. SMART GRID APPLICATIONS
Another family of cryptographic scalability issues emerges when we consider the kinds of things the community envisions that smart grid devices will be doing with their data.
To start with, consider the legacy grid. Devices exchange data, sometimes on overtaxed networks, and need to make decisions on this data in near-real-time in order for the grid to maintain overall stability. If we suddenly add PKIbased authentication to these communications, we suddenly increase sizes: of data transmitted (we need to allow room for signatures and for certificates and for certificate paths and for revocation lists) and of processing time (to verify signatures, to discover paths, to verify paths, to check revocation). In exploratory work my lab in did in the relatively simpler world of Internet routing [18] , we discovered the cumulative effect of fairly basic PKI on near-real-time infrastructure stability was not trivial. What will it be like when we scale up to the smart grid?
Another set of issues arises if we think of the aggregation that the community expects smart grid devices to perform. Various visions place the aggregation in various places, but they usually posit some set of devices collecting and aggregating information from a large set. What will the cryptographic burden these aggregators incur when they verify all their inputs? With its own output, will an aggregator need to forward on all the inputs and signatures it receives, in order for its own relying parties to verify provenance? If so, how will that scale? (Will we need to consider elliptic-curve cryptography tricks such as aggregate signatures (e.g., [19] )?) If not, how will relying parties verify provenance?
Yet another set of issues arises if we think about privacy. The power community may see the bright side of how the smart grid will bring increased resiliency and efficiency; however, many in the larger community worry about how this new infrastructure will enable more prying eyes to see more private details of a household's or enterprises's activities. On the application level, aggregation and other blinding techniques may help address these concerns. However, even with these techniques, the underlying PKI level may compromise privacy. For example, the trust path supporting the certificate meter X may betray the path of ownership, landlord, and subletting; the revocation or directory queries a substation server S receives from neighborhood consumer devices can betray their activity, even if the application blinds details. The research community has explored some privacy-enhancing solutions here-but will they scale to the smart grid?
V. CONCLUSION
The cryptographic infrastructure underlying the smart grid the community envisions will likely require PKI, for scalability-but this is the beginning, not the end, of the solution.
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